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CONTEXT
Oldenburg and the 350th Birthday of the Learned Journal



Copernicus (1473–1543)

• Born Torun, Poland 
1473 and studied at 
the University of 
Padua

• De Revolutionibus 
Orbium Caelestium 
[On the Revolution of 
the Heavenly Bodies] 
published at his death 
in  May 1543 

• thought that all 
planets moved in a 
perfect circle (not so) 
around the sun, due to 
Platonic mathematicsNicholas Koppernigk



Andreas Vesalius (1514-64) 

• Doctor at Padua
• Practises first-hand 

observation and 
dissection

• Publishes De humani 
corporis fabrica in 
1543

• Inspired William 
Harvey (studied at 
Padua 1600-2) who 
published on the 
circulation of blood by 
the heart in De motu 
cordis of 1628



Francis Bacon (1561-1626)
• Publications

– Essays, 1597-1625
– The advancement of learning, 

1605
– Novum Organum, 1620
– New Atlantis, 1627

• God-father of the scientific 
revolution
– systematic observation as the 

route to truth
– scientific method and the 

experiment
– investigation as a state 

sponsored collective activity
– inspired the founders of the 

Royal
Society and the first true 
journal



Intellectual Ferment 1543 -1620

• Individualism: ownership of ideas
– Consequence of the Renaissance (1400-1600)

• Technology
– Introduction of printing (1440s)

• Investigating the unknown is allowed
– Discovery of the New World (1492)
– Humanism and the refounding of Church thinking based on the 

newly rediscovered classical texts of the bible
• Erasmus (c1469-1536)

– Reformation and new ideas
• Luther (1485-1546), Vesalius (1514-64) and Copernicus (1473-1543)

• New philosophy
– Francis Bacon (inductive method and “torturing nature”)
– Galileo (the experiment “il cimento” - ordeal)



First Newspapers 1620s

• Courant out of italie, 
germanie, [etc.]

• Translation of first 
Dutch newspaper 
(opposite)



F Marin Mersenne (1588-1648)

• A Minim Friar at 
the Place Royale, 
Paris

• Centre of a letter-
writing circle with 
Fermat, Pascal, 
Descartes and 
Galileo

• Admirer of Bacon
• Inspired the 

founders of the 
French Academy



Learned Societies

• First scholarly societies
– Accademia del Lincei, Rome 1603-30

• Founded by Prince Federico Cesi
• Galileo demonstrates telescope 1611
• Galileo’s publisher in Rome

– Accademia del Cimento, Florence 1657-67
• Founded by the Medici, Grand Duke Ferdinand II and his 

brother Leopold
• Dedicated to confirming Galileo’s works through the 

experiments conducted in its laboratories
• Published its results in Saggi di naturali esperienze

– Royal Society of London, 1660
• Set up as a Baconian institution for research



Wadham College & John Wilkins (1614-72)

• Warden of Wadham
College 1648

• Founded the 
Experimental Philosophy 
Club during the 
Commonwealth Period

• Club hosted Boyle, 
Hooke and Oldenburg

• Joint First Secretary of 
the Royal society 1660



Royal Society of London, 28 November 
1660

• First established at 
Gresham College 
(had been used for 
meetings of the 
“Invisible College” 
since 1645) after a 
lecture by Christopher 
Wren who was 
Professor of 
Astronomy there

• Founding Fellows 40 
in number each 
paying 1s a week



Too Many… Books

• “One of the diseases of this age is the 
multiplicity of books; they doth so 
overcharge the world that it is not able to 
digest the abundance of idle matter that is 
every day hatched and brought forth.”

– Barnaby Rich, 1611



Building Blocks in Place
• Problems with books (1610s)
• Development of modern scientific practice (1610-20)

– “The Scientific Method”: Bacon  (“torturing nature”)
– “The Experiment”: Gallileo  (il cimento “the ordeal”) 

• Growth in individual scholars wanting recognition
(and safety from intellectual piracy) by their peers
– First learned societies (1603, 1657,1660)

• A desire for (scientific) “news”
– letter writing circles (Marsenne 1588-1600)
– development of first newspapers (1621)

• Infrastructure: improvements in postal systems



INVENTION
Oldenburg and the 350th Birthday of the Learned Journal



Henry Oldenburg (c1618-1677)

• Born in Bremen, Germany
• Resident in London from 

1652 as diplomat
• Involved with Robert 

Boyle as tutor of relative
• Fluent in five languages
• Appointed without any 

salary (joint) Secretary to 
the Royal Society in 1663

• In 1664 considered 
making money through a 
printed newsletter



Robert Boyle (1627-91)

• 7th son of the Earl 
of Cork, 
Oldenburg’s patron

• Worked and lived 
in Oxford in 1655-
68

• Founding Fellow of 
the Royal Society

• Boyle’s Gas Law
pressure x volume 
= constant









High Street, Oxford



Robert Hooke (1635-1703)

• Founder of 
microscopy and 
elements of 
mechanics (Hooke’s 
Law)

• Worked with Boyle in 
Oxford from 1658

• First Royal Society 
Curator of 
Experiments: first 
salaried scientist in 
England!

• No known likeness

?



Robert Hooke’s Proposal (1663)

• A weekly printed publication providing:

… a brief discourse of what is new and 
considerable in their letters from all parts 
of the world, and what the learned and 
inquisitive are doing and have done in 
physick, mathematicks, mechanicks, 
opticks, astronomy, medicine, chymistry, 
anatomy, both abroad and at home.



Hooke’s Flea from Micrographica, 1665

I sat up till two o’clock in my chamber 
reading of Mr. Hooke’s Microscopicall
Observations, the most ingenious book 
that ever I read in my life.

Samuel Pepys Diary 21 January 1665



First “Journal”

• 5th January 1665                   
Le Journal des Sçavans

• Editor Denis de Sallo de 
la Coudraye

• First published in Paris
• A digest of book reviews, 

news and scholarly 
activity written by 
scriveners (journalists)

• Still in existence as Le 
Journal des Savants



First Scientific Journal

• 6th March 1665    
Philosophical 
Transactions

• Editor and publisher, 
Henry Oldenburg 
Secretary of the Royal 
Society

• First true scholarly 
journal

• Published for profit at 
Oldenburg’s expense



Countdown to Philosophical Transactions

• Oldenburg and Boyle exchange letters on how best to 
publish results 24 November to 3 December 1664

• November 1664 they find out about J de Scavans
• J de Scavans is published 5 January 1665
• Oldenburg reads an extract from it at Royal Society 

meeting on 11 January 1665
• Early February, a specimen of Phil. Trans. displayed at a 

meeting
• Approved by the Council on 1 March 1665
• First issue published, Monday 6 March 1665



Oldenburg to Boyle, 24 November 1664
The Society alwayes intended, and, I think, hath 
practised hitherto, what you recommend concerning ye 
registering of ye time, when any Observation or Expt is 
first mentioned…

[We must be] very careful of registring as well the 
person and time of any new matter.., as the matter 
itselfe; whereby the honor of ye invention will be 
inviolably preserved to all posterity. 

My New correspondent… hath given me notice.. yt they 
have a dessein in France to publish from time to time a 
Journall of all which passeth in Europe in matter of 
knowledge both Philosophicall and Politicall



Oldenburg to Boyle, 3 December 1664

• [By registering and giving due honour]
I thence persuade myselfe, yt all Ingenious 
men will be thereby incouraged to impart 
their knowledge and discoveryes, as farre
as they may, not doubting of ye 
Observance of ye Old Law, of Suum
cuique tribuere .



Boyle to Oldenburg, 1665

• [I should not] neglect the opportunity of 
having some of my Memoirs preserv’d, by 
being incorporated into a Collection [such 
as the continuing issues of Phil. Trans.], 
that is like to be as lasting as usefull



Royal Society Order in Council, 1 March 
1665 – introduction of peer review



Journal Publication as Author Protection

• Robert Boyle to Henry Oldenburg, 27 August 1665
– But some here [Oxford] are a little Jealous yt if our Expts 

be known elsewhere wthout being before hand registred 
by you together wth ye Time of their having been made or 
proposd, they may beget such claimes & disputes.

• Henry Oldenburg to Robert Boyle, 29 August 1665
– I acknowledge, yt yt yealousy, about the first Authors of 

Experiments, wch you speak off, is not groundlesse.  And 
therefore offer myselfe, to register all those, you or any 
person shall please to communicate, as now, wth yt fidelity, 
wch both of ye honor of my relation to the R. Society (wch is 
highly concerned in such Experiments) and my owne 
inclinations doe strongly oblige me to.



AFTERMATH
Oldenburg and the Invention of Journal Publishing



Philosophical Transactions after 1665

• Oldenburg remained editor (and for-profit publisher) until 
his death in 1677
– publishing 136 issues at regular intervals (1st Monday of each month) 

with the exception of the Plague (July-November 1666) and his 
imprisonment for treason in the Tower (June and August 1667)

• Publication ceased 1678-1682 while Hooke published 
Philosophical Collections, and again from 1688-90

• Publication resumed in 1691 and has remained 
continuous ever since

• Royal Society assumed full financial responsibility in 
March 1752 and so it became finally
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society



34

Functions of the journal
à la Oldenburg

• Date stamping or priority via registration
• Quality stamping (certification) through 

peer-review
• Recording the final, definitive, authorised 

versions of papers and archiving them
• Dissemination to targeted scholarly 

audience 
• [Added later] For readers, search and 

navigation
– Achieved via creation and then management

of  the “journal brand”



Example from 19 February 1672



Example from 14 November 1985



Example from 15 March 2012



Journal Growth 1665-2014
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Reactions to Journal Growth
• “This is truly the decade of the journal, and 

one should seek to limit their number rather 
than to increase them, since there can also 
be too many periodicals.”
– review in Neues med. Wochb. f. Aertzte
– published 1789

• It is certainly impossible for any person who 
wishes to devote a portion of his time to 
chemical experiment, to read all the books 
and papers that are published..; their 
number is immense, and the labour of 
winnowing out the few [of interest] .. is such, 
that most persons who try .., pass by what is 
really good.

— Michael Faraday 1826



Journal Growth 1665-2014
Journal growth

cagr 3.46%
R2 = 0.9877
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Total number of active refereed 
learned journals in 2014: 28,100

[Sources: M A Mabe The number and growth of journals Serials 16(2).191-7, 2003; Mabe & 
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Article Growth 1981-2006
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Relationship of Journals & Researchers
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Where are we now?

• About 28,100 peer reviewed English 
language journals
– Growing by about 3.5% each year

• 2.5 million scholarly articles each year
– Growing by about 3-4%

• All scientific, technical and medical titles 
are online, most arts and humanities too

• Multimedia, cross reference linking, 3D 
structures are the norm



The STM Report, 2015
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